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Remove Hosts with alerts disabled' from the "Host Configuration Chart"
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Description

Cloned from https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1635093

Description of problem: In the overview page of the satellite GUI we can see the host configuration chart graph which is mainly formed based on the puppet reports. It also reports for esx/hypervisors associated with the satellite. We cannot install puppet on the hypervisors hence it will never show a full okay or green. The workaround is provided in case 02189577

Version-Release number of selected component (if applicable):

How reproducible: Login to web ui of the satellite which has hypervisors registered.

Steps to Reproduce:
1.
2.
3.

Actual results:

Expected results:

Additional info: Please refer case 02189577

Associated revisions

Revision ef238c93 - 10/29/2019 03:12 PM - Ondřej Pražák
Fixes #28057 - Remove disabled hosts from config chart

History

#1 - 10/22/2019 10:39 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ondřej Pražák
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7118 added

#2 - 10/29/2019 03:12 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 2.0.0 added

#3 - 10/29/2019 04:01 PM - Ondřej Pražák
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset ef238c937caad0155a8e26a2614ff9981bcf8d7d.

03/25/2022
#4 - 11/07/2019 08:35 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/7159 added

#5 - 11/11/2019 09:09 AM - Tomer Brisker
- Subject changed from Remove Hosts with alerts disabled' from the "Host Configuration Chart" to Remove Hosts with alerts disabled' from the "Host Configuration Chart"
- Fixed in Releases 1.24.0 added
- Fixed in Releases deleted (2.0.0)